
SKU:

DRIVE MEDICAL
PORTLAND
RECLINER LIFT
CHAIR - TWIN
MOTOR
$1,999.99
The Portland Riser Recliner Lift Chair is
designed with comfort in mind. It features an
exclusive memory foam seat and its dual
motor mechanism allows the user to find
their perfect comfort position in minutes.

The Portland Riser Lift Chair Armchair
features luxurious Sofia fabric and is
available in two colours- Mushroom and
Graphite.

Features of the Portland Riser Lift Chair
include:

Reclines to an excellent snooze
position.
High quality upholstery.
Excellent quiet and smooth actions.
Built in convenient storage pockets.
Battery back up facility
New 2 year warranty
Weight capacity 150kg

Scan QR code to
view product online





VARIATIONS

Image SKU Price Description Colours Size
S11856 $1,999.99 Graphite Grey Standard
S15097 $1,999.99 Graphite Grey Petite
S13069 $1,999.99 Mushroom Standard
S14320 $1,999.99 Mushroom Petite



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Portland Riser Recliner Lift Chair is designed with luxurious Sofia Fabric and is equipped with
memory foam seat cushions to provide additional comfort. The footrest can be elevated when
requires and the backrest can be reclined independently. The lift chair also provides an ergonomically
contoured seat and back. To Portland Riser armchair provides a user-friendly four button hand
controller.
 
Single vs twin vs quad motor lift chairs – what’s the difference?
All ILS lift chairs have a lifting action, to support the user to stand from a seated position.

Single motor chairs move the back rest and leg rest at the same time.
Twin motor chairs allow the backrest and leg rest to move independently of each other, typically
allowing for a greater degree of leg elevation and greater degree of recline compared to a
standard single motor chair.
Quad motor chairs allow independent movement of headrest, lumbar, backrest and footrest
allowing for the greatest level of re-positioning of all chairs.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Height: 110cm (43.5") ST
101cm (40") PE

Width: 86cm (34") ST
83cm (33") PE

Depth: 94cm (37") ST
90cm (35") PE

Seat Height: 48cm (19") ST
43cm (17") PE

Seat Depth: 54cm (21.5") ST
48cm (19") PE

Seat Width: 51cm (20") ST
47cm (18.5") PE

Max SWL 150KG

Colours Graphite Grey, Mushroom

Size Standard, Petite

Brand Drive Medical


